Cardioinhibitory Carotid Sinus Syndrome - a mathematical model.
Carotid sinus massage (CSM) is a simple clinical test for stimulating the carotid sinus reflex. During CSM, firm longitudinal massage is applied at the point of maximal pulsation over the carotid bifurcation resulting in relative bradycardia. CSM is used to diagnose Cardioinhibitory Carotid Sinus Syndrome (CICSS). CICSS is an age-related disorder, characterized by profound symptomatic cardioinhibition (> 3 seconds pause) following CSM. CICSS prevalence increases with age and is responsible for 1 to 20% of all pacemaker implantations per year. Treatment options for CSS are limited and much debate still remains around its underlying etiology. In this paper we present a first computer simulation of carotid sinus massage (CSM) in older adults and demonstrate its ability to simulate normal heart rate responses to CSM. Importantly we demonstrate that our mathematical model requires inclusion of model elements to simulate autonomic control of perinodal T-cell activity in order to replicate the profound cardioinhibitory response observed in CICSS. Our model findings implicate CSS as a candidate biomarker of biological aging and frailty.